How Brokers Can Help
Make MID Effective

This leaflet, which has the full support of BIBA and IIB, has

vehicle excise duty payment system (EVL) introduced by

been produced as an aid to understanding why the Motor

DVLA uses MID to check that insurance is in force when

Insurance Database (MID) is important; the effect that the

issuing a vehicle licence. The police have the capability to

Government sponsored Greenaway report has on MID and

enquire on MID from the roadside to check for valid

insurers; what changes lie ahead and how brokers can help

insurance and the growing network of ANPR (Automatic

it become even more effective.

Number Plate Recognition) cameras is also linked to a hotlist of vehicles that have apparently become uninsured - this

Why the need for MID?

list is derived from MID. Users have made a total of

MID fulfils two very important functions:

approximately 27 million enquiries on MID over the previous

• Enforcement agencies use it as the primary electronic

12 months underlining the need for accurate and timely

reference point for motor insurance details to help combat

updates to the database.

uninsured driving.
• The 4th EU Motor Insurance Directive implemented in
January 2003 required the UK to create an information

What is the difference between MID1
and MID2?

centre to facilitate easy identification of the valid insurer of

MID1 and MID2 identify the two development phases of

any vehicle registered in the UK. The information centre is

MID.

called the Motor Insurers' Information Centre (MIIC) and is

• MID1 largely relates to personal motor business, generally

a division of the Motor Insurers' Bureau (MIB). Similar
requirements apply to all other EU member states. MID is
the data source for the UK information centre.

single vehicle policies, where the vehicle registration mark
is shown on the certificate of insurance.
• MID2 relates to commercial motor business, e.g. Fleet
and Motor Trade, where, more often than not, certificates

MIIC is the data controller for MID and tight access controls
apply, with the three main users being the police, DVLA and
insurers themselves. The new internet-based electronic

are on a blanket or unspecified vehicle basis.

What needs to be notified and how quickly?

To enable MID to be as up-to-date as possible, MIIC has

To be effective, MID needs to hold details of all insurance

worked with insurer and broker representatives to produce

policies and the vehicles covered by those policies. In fact

detailed best practice guidelines, aimed at minimising delays

the industry has agreed targets for the timeliness of

and maximising accuracy. These can be found on the MIIC

updating data on MID with the Government.

website (www.miic.org.uk/brokers), key points are included
in this document.

MID1 data currently has to be submitted to the database
within 14 days of the effective date of policy inception,

Greenaway Report on Uninsured Driving

mid-term change, cancellation, lapse or renewal. As from

This government sponsored report was published in August

1 January 2008, this will be reduced to 7 days and therefore

2004. Professor Greenaway identified MID as playing a

insurers will expect brokers to help them meet this target in

pivotal role in the fight against uninsured motoring; the more

good time.

up-to-date the database information the more effective that
role.

The procedures for MID2 are slightly different, as separate
update processes apply to policy and vehicle data.

One of the important recommendations of the report was

MID2 policy data has to be submitted within 14 days of the

that MID data should be delivered more quickly than the

effective date.

current targets require. The report suggested that by 2008
data should be delivered in real-time.

For MID2 vehicle data, the DfT has agreed that although the
legislation which requires the policyholder to supply this

For many reasons this target was considered inappropriate

information states “immediately”, for this purpose they

and unrealistic by the insurance market. The market has

would consider up to 14 days as being reasonable. Since

agreed with the Government that the MID1 timeliness target

the obligation is that the data be provided to the insurer, not

will be changed from 14 days to 7 days. This will, of course,

MID, the insurer cannot be expected to meet a 14 day

increase the pressure on the speed of data exchange

obligation and therefore 21 days has been agreed. For the

between policyholder, broker and insurer.

avoidance of doubt policyholders and brokers have a
maximum of 14 days to pass the data to the insurer (or MID)

Why do brokers need to be involved?

and the insurer has a further 7 days (i.e. up to a maximum of

Brokers control the vast majority of commercial insurance

21 days) to submit it to MID. Please note, vehicles owned

along with a significant proportion of the personal insurance

over 14 days should be reported by the end of the 14 day

business.

ownership. Policyholders do not have a further 14 days to
report these.

Brokers, therefore, are in prime position to explain to their
clients the requirements of MID emphasising that MID

The information that has traditionally passed between

compliance is not optional and that failure to provide

policyholder, broker and insurer is required to enable

relevant data in a timely manner can have significant

successful updating of MID. To achieve the timeliness

repercussions, particularly in the MID2 arena, in terms of

targets mentioned above it is important that the information

possible prosecution with a maximum fine of up to £5,000 if

is provided more quickly than has, perhaps, been the case

the policyholder is convicted.

in the past, particularly policy and vehicle information on
commercial policy types such as fleets or motor trade. The

MIB/MIIC, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) and the

timescales referred to are measured from the effective date

Department for Transport (DfT) are focussing on and working

of the policy inception, renewal, cancellation, lapse or

towards identifying those commercial organisations and

change, to the date the data reaches the database. They are

individuals who are not complying with legislation in order to

elapsed periods (including weekends and Bank Holidays)

bring about successful prosecutions.

not “working day” periods. This period includes the time
taken for the policyholder to notify/confirm any change, the

MIIC and insurers need brokers' help in ensuring, as far as

broker to pass the information to the insurer and the insurer

possible, that the relevant data is gathered, submitted and

to pass the data to MID. Clearly, this means that there is no

processed within the timescales noted above.

room for delay at any stage of the notification process.
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What can brokers do?

should maintain regular contact with the client to ensure

• Ensure that all data is passed on to insurers as quickly as

continuing compliance. Where policyholders are not

possible. If necessary you should focus on the data that

complying, you should assist insurers in activities aimed

is required for MID population, i.e. do not allow non-MID

at improving the situation.

related data to prevent the sending of MID data.
• Ensure that EDI transmissions are not delayed in any way

• In wholesale broking there can be several links in the
chain before the data reaches the insurer and hence MID.

and that transmissions are made on a daily basis.

Therefore consideration should be given to the number of

Consider changing EDI transmissions to an automated

links in the broking chain and the affordable time each

“pull through” system, making notification quick and easy.

link has to pass the information up the chain.

• Ensure that all renewals are confirmed by the date they
are due. Insurers are beginning to lapse policies

What happens if brokers do nothing?

automatically within a few days of renewal if they have

With the increased police and DVLA activity clients are at

not been confirmed by then. If the insurance industry is

greater risk of being stopped if their records are not on MID

to combat uninsured driving it needs to be able to identify

or if the information supplied is inaccurate. There is also

lapsed and cancelled policies quickly.

added exposure to the possibility of vehicle confiscation as

• Ensure that all staff handling motor insurance are aware

a result of routine roadside vehicle checks. Even if evidence

of the importance of submitting accurate data for MID in

of insurance is provided after a vehicle has been confiscated

a timely manner, with MID updates being included in

a vehicle release fee may still be payable. Policyholders may

business processes/procedures.

also become irritated if they have not been able to use the

• Meet insurer requests for immediate cover notification in
relation to manual business.
• Process MID critical changes as soon as they have been

DVLA's on-line EVL system because either their insurance
details are inaccurate, or have not been loaded to MID
quickly enough.

notified to you.
• Encourage fleet and motor trade policyholders (who

If insurers are to meet MID timeliness targets, they need the

traditionally may only have been required to provide

support of their brokers. Where there is evidence of a

vehicle details on a declaration basis a limited number of

continuing failure of a broker or a broker's clients to provide

times a year, or not at all) to report vehicle changes

data in time for the insurer to meet its targets, this may lead

immediately to you or their insurer or directly to MID

an insurer to review its relationship with that broker or that

depending upon the agreed process.

broker's clients. However, data accuracy must not be

• Raise awareness of MID and its objectives with your

compromised in order to meet the timeliness targets.

clients at every opportunity. Use these opportunities as a
positive discussion point and to help your MID2

Insurers who fail to meet the MID1 timeliness targets are

policyholders fulfil their legal obligations.

subject to severe financial sanctions. Sanctions for failure to

• Ensure that MID update process is discussed and agreed
with MID2 policyholders at policy inception.
• Where arrangements have been made for a MID2
policyholder to provide vehicle data direct to MID, you

meet MID2 targets will be imposed at the start of 2008.
Policyholders who fail to provide MID2 vehicle data in a
timely fashion are now potentially subject to prosecution.
With the reduction in the timescale allowed for the updating
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of MID1 data on the database there will be increasing

What data is required for MID population?

pressure on insurers. Brokers should be anticipating such

Subject to agreed processes between insurers and brokers,

pressure and working closely with their insurer partners on

please do not delay submitting data up the broking chain to

this important area of activity.

the insurer if you have the following minimum key data
items:

BIBA and IIB advice to all their members is to do whatever
they can to assist in the timely delivery of accurate data to

MID1 Details:

MID and to encourage their clients to comply with MID

• Policy number (if assigned by broker)

requirements.

• Effective and expiry dates for new policies or changes to

What is likely to be next?

• Policyholder name and address

• Increased use of MID database as the fight against

• Named or excluded drivers - where required

existing ones

uninsured driving intensifies.

• Permitted driver and class of use requirements

• Police roadside checks and electronic monitoring (ANPR

• Vehicle registration mark

cameras etc.) are both on the increase.
• More pressure from insurers on non-compliant brokers
and policyholders with potential action being taken
against persistent offenders.

MID2 Policy Details:
• Effective and expiry dates for new policies or changes to
existing ones

• Prosecutions being pursued against MID2 policyholders

• Policyholder name and address

who fail to comply with their legal obligation.
• Continuous Insurance Enforcement (CIE) - A fixed penalty

MID2 Vehicle Details (if you/insurer submit on behalf of

regime introduced for identified cases of no insurance

policyholder):

using links between MID and DVLA databases (from late

• Vehicle registration mark

2007). This new offence will target the registered keepers

• Vehicle “On-dates” and “Off-dates” - the date(s) the

of vehicles which are not covered by an insurance policy -

vehicle will start to be covered under the policy and the

even when they are not on the road (unless they are

date(s) it will stop being covered

subject to a SORN declaration).
• Client complaints against brokers and insurers where valid

Contact us

insurance is in force and relevant vehicle details have

If you have any specific questions on the content of this

been provided to the broker or insurer, but where the

document, please contact your insurer in the first instance.

absence of a valid MID record has resulted in vehicle

If your insurer is unable to answer your query please e-mail

confiscation or other inconvenience. In fact this is no

brokers@mib.org.uk.

longer a risk, as vehicle confiscations are already
happening in large numbers.

For further information, please contact
Motor Insurers’ Bureau, Linford Wood House,
6-12 Capital Drive, Milton Keynes MK14 6XT. Tel: 01908 830001
Email: enquiries@mib.org.uk information@miic.org.uk
www.mib.org.uk www.miic.org.uk

